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Delightful Flowering and Foliage Plants Pack for Outdoor Vertical Gardening

This plants pack is specially designed ready to use green solution to urban gardening within a limited space. This pack contains 12 Vinca plants
+ 6 Asparagus plant + 18 vertical garden pots + 6 frames.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax
Price with discount ?4036
Salesprice with discount
Sales price ?4036
Sales price without tax ?4036
Discount - ?1730
Tax amount

Ask a question about this product

Description

What makes it special
The individual pots are easy to install, replace, and remove and with this pack it is even easier as plants come potted in pots; just choose a
right spot and create your own vertical garden.
Living green walls are a surefire way to enhance your home visuals, improve air quality. An emerging trend in gardening, these living wall of
green plants are springing life across the world on the exteriors of skyscrapers, Balconies, Patio or any location that receives direct light for 4-6
hours.
Greenery not only adds to the aesthetic sense of the place but also help in making the space eco-friendly. With enough wall area covered by a
living green wall, save substantially on cooling costs like air conditioning. Additionally, humans living in areas with higher biodiversity reported
feeling happier, and studies have even shown that the color green enhances creativity.

What you get

Name
Vinca (Red) - Plant
Asparagus Meyeri - Plant
5.1 inch (13 cm) Vertical Garden Square Plastic
Pot (Black)
18.5 inch Frame for 5.1 inch Vertical Garden

Quantity
12
6
18

Details
Details
Details
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Details
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Square Plastic Pots (Black)

Benefits
You get ready to use flowering plants for the vertical garden.
You get potted plants in this pack.
The installation of living green walls boost happiness, energy, productivity, reduce stress.
Outdoor living walls improve biodiversity in urban areas by providing a natural habitat for butterflies and birds.
Outdoor green walls can help reduce the intensity of heat and keep the surroundings cooler.

Disclaimer
-

Helpful links
-

Reviews
Thursday, 23 January 2020
What is Botanical name of this plant?
Swarnika Raghu
Saturday, 23 November 2019
I have been growing exotic plants for 50 years
Dr Subhashree
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